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Question: 1
Which of the following is NOT a typical function of an Intrusion Detection System?
A - Monitors segment traffic to detect suspicious activity
B - Monitors network traffic and corrects attacks
C - Monitors traffic patterns to report on malicious events
D - Monitors individual hosts (HIDS) or network segments (NIDS)
Answer: B
Question: 2
Which best describes a SYN Flood attack?
A - Attacker redirects unusually large number of SYN/ACK packets
B - Attacker sends relatively large number of altered SYN packets
C - Attacker floods a host with a relatively large number of unaltered SYN packets
D - Attacker floods a host with an unusually large number of legitimate ACK packets
Answer: B
Question: 3
Which best describes a type of attack that aims to prevent the use of a service or host?
A - Reconnaissance
B - Denial of Service
C - IP Spoofing
D - Exploit
Answer: B
Question: 4
Which of the following is NOT a valid detection method used by Dragon Network Sensor?
A - Signature detection
B - Protocol detection
C - Policy detection
D - Anomaly detection
Answer: C
Question: 5
Which of the following is NOT a function of Dragon Forensics Console?
A - Allows for central configuration of Active Response mechanisms to deter network attacks
B - Centrally analyzes activity as it is occurring or has occurred over time
C - Correlates events together across Network Sensor, Host Sensor, and any other infrastructure
system (e.g., firewall, router) for which messages have been received (via Host Sensor log
forwarding)
D - Provides the tools for performing a forensics level analysis and reconstructing an attackers
session
Answer: A
Question: 6
Which of the following does NOT describe Dragon Host Sensors Multi-Detection methods?
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